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THE SNEEZE December 1979" The Sneeze was inspired by a high-speed

. photograph I once sa,v sho,.,ing the explosive spray' of saliva
. I

. caused by the involuntary action of a human sneeze. This piece is an. ". .."... . s.
aural interpretation' of this photograph.

The opening statement provides the ground rules for the piece~ and
. . . . --«

invokes the surreal world of slowed do,vu instant~heous actions such as
·sneezes. The ensuing" exploratory journey thrQugh this world reaches two

. .,

climactic peaks" the first being the greater of the tvo.
. ' ... - ... .J4 . ,

Instruments used were voice~ piano~ .a Revox ~ track tape recorder ~ and

several human sneezes. . (D.l. )

GAr~UT (DX-ture I) The first in the series of twelve. Four layers (A).



(J. H.)

B. 1/2 mins March 1981 ,

A frustrated man's attempts to reach the heights and depth of sound
of digital oscillators using analog equipment. There are the equivalent
of sb oscillators rising up to a plateau of barely perceptab1e change
in a landscape of banked and undulating sound.

lJis·itluslon.

The Thrill of Rejection : Do you ever have one of those days? You
know. you confuse Haydn's 42nd and 43rd

Symphonies; you misplace the number of your Swiss bank account; you have to
drive the other TR-5; you know, some things never seem to go right. This
piece has no siblings, and its parents desterted it upon first sight. Only
the kind and gentle word of a caring deaf friend saved it from the igno~~ty. ~

of the near-by bulk eraser. (K.A.)

DX-tures (I - XI I) Twelve. twelve to thirteen minute pieces, composed

between October 1984 and February 1985. The
instrumentation. is aYamaha DX-7, with various kinds of (miniMal) d;'gital and
analoque processinq. Dependinq upon the particular piece, there are between
two and. eight layers. The separate layers are largely improvisati onal in
nature, and each piece is an 'organic seqment'. K.A.
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THE SNEEZE December 1979' The Sneeze was inspired by a high-speed

photograph I once smv sho\ving the explosive spray' of saliva

caused by. the involuntary action of a human sneeze. This piec~ is an

aural interpretation' of this photograph.

The opening statement provides the ground rules for the piece. and

invokes the surreal world of slowed dO\VTl instantaneous actions such as
sneezes. The ensuing' exploratory journey thrQugh this world reaches two

climactic peaks, th~ first being the greater of the two.
..... :l.

Instruments used were v01ce, piano, .a Revox z track tape recorder, and

several human sneezes. . (D.l.)

GAr~UT (DX-ture I) The first in the series of twelve. Four layers (A).

GRANU L (DX-ture II) The second in the series. Two layers (A) .

SENSORED centered by senses

centaured by cents

and/or'd by since

adorned bias sins

in a sense
innocense
in essence
any sense P. B.

NASA A (DX-ture III) The third in the series. Two layers (B).



DX-tures (I - XII) Twelve, twelve to thirteen minute pieces, composed

between October 1984 and February 1985. The
instrumentation is aYamaha DX-7, with various kinds of (minimal) digital and
analoque processinq. Dependinq upon the particular piece, there are between
two and eight layer6. The separate layers are largely improvisational in
nature, and each piece is an 'orqanic seqment'. K.A.

The Thrill of Rejection Do you ever have one of those days? You
know, you confuse Haydn's 42nd and 43rd

Symphonies; you misplace the number of your Swiss bank account; you have to
drive the other TR-5; you know, some things never seem to go right. This

piece has no siblings, and its parents desterted it upon first sight. Only
the kind and gentle word of a caring deaf friend saved it from the ignO~~ty
of the near-by bulk eraser. (K.A.)

Dis-iLlusion, e.l/2 mins March 1981 .

(J.H.)

A frustrated roan' siattempts to reach the heights and depth of sound
of digital oscillators using analog equipment. There are the equivalent
of 5b oscillators rising up to a plateau of barely perceptable change
in a landscape of banked and undulating sound.

GRANUL (DX-ture II) The second in the seY'ies. Two layers (A).

SENSORED centered by senses

centaured by cents
and/or'd by since

adorned bias sins

in a sense
innocense
in essence
any sense P. B.

NASA A (DX-ture III) The third in the series. Two layers (B).



David Lindsay*, John Wells* with Keith Daniel

Comprising of parts 2A, 2B, 6A, in Carol Ip's systems experiment, a
research module of autonomous elements, involving independent creators
in the music, dance and audio-visual fields, combining Conversation
and Systems theories and Eriksonian hypnosis. Made possible with a
grant from Arts and Innovations, ministere des Affaires Culturelles.

Peking through holes in the wall of linear ambiant ambiguity, picking
up pieces permits peak forms to percolate •••

Korg Poly 800 I AKS I delays I Keith's computer I processing

SPECTRAL SONG

synthesizers explore

A song of spectra, harmonic, inharmonic and
complex. Over a digital base, analogue and
unity and diversity.

spectrally
digita1

K.A.

W A I T From clarity to continuum. Voice as words, voice as sound,
words as sound, sound as sound. A continuous evolution and

transformation from one to another to another to something other, and maybe
back (again? (sic)). Tape and live processing with digital delays.
Optiona~ live voice and synthesizers. Summer, 1982. K.A.

RHYTHM STUDY Composed in 1981 - 1982 in the Concordia Electro-acoustic

Music Studio, this piece, a study in non-repeating
patterns and hidden and not" hidden innner voices and sounds that are and
are not there, exists in two versions. Today, we hear the high speed
version. (Note the internal voice sounds.), (K.A.)

I

EIGHT STEP MINUET A stylistic departure. Composed entirely wi.th

sounds from the synthesizer. That is not true.
In three large sections, but eight smaller steps. Three breaks.
Composed in the Sonic Tonic and MetaMusiQuebec Studios in May, October
and November 1983. Thanks to Kevin for help. D.F.
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HOBEAH •••••a sonic ritual" by Dave Lindsay

This is a study of the power of saund and its
type rituals. This piece makes use of soothing and
to induce the listener in and out of a' trance-like
like tribal ceremonies.

This was a commission from Les Edition Rhino Prods. Enr.
It was recorded at Kaya Music studio ,. and mixed at MetamusiQuebec,

in October, 1984.

BY'OU IN THE MORNING A bayou on the Gulf-side of Florida. Early June.

Birds, waves and distant trucks. K.A.

RITUAL FOR A NOISY GONG // Subjoctive For me, the most
impor tan t aspect

of any piece of music is its emotional content. (~~hat does it make me
feel?). In my own writing, then, it is of paramount importance to express (I I)

emotion. This piece strives to express various aspects of my emotional
self. I am "a noisy gong ll

• Shawn Hill (85-ii-09)

A collective composition for electric bass, tape, synthesizer
and processing. Co-composed ~etween December/84 and February/85.
In four somewhat linked sections, the bass and tape blend and

contrast. The tape was assembled so as to allow the performer

as much latitude for expression, within the agreed upon form,
as possible. Kevin Austin (85-ii-09)

LIKE AN EMPTY ROAD DESCENDING This Illulti-Illovement work was

composed in the peace and
re1a~ive tranquility of the rural Eastern Townships in the summer of 19~B,

being re-mixed in the early summer of 1984 in the MetaMusiQuebec Son St:dio.
The work calls upon the conscious and un-consciollS recollection of a non

equally tempered tune that threads its way through the work.
The work was commissioned by, and is published by II les editions
RHINO PRODS II, Montreal. (K.A.)



, >

R,ONOE.AW Th,e conce.pt of 'Rondeau' was conceived as the perfect vehicle for an

integra ted med ia work. IIRondeau" was to be cons tructed from vi sua1 and
musical elements, using projected slides and taped electronic music. The form of
the work is ... the A B A CAD A structural form.... The soundtrack for
Rondeau was realized on the Synclavier II system at the University of Western

Ontario's Digital Laboratory, Peter Clements, Director. (Notes editted by K.A.)

This is the first of four concerts here.
Tomorrow, the tape portion of the concert begins at 5:00, and
the tape and live part begins at the regular time.

On Saturday and Sunday, the tape portions of the concerts begin
at 3:00, with the evening beinq the tape and live, tape/slides
portion.

This particular series of four concerts features works by
members and friends of the Concordia Electro-acoustic Composers'
Group. More than twenty-eight composers are represented.by
the perfonmance of more than seventy-four composi ti ons.
Thirteen contain live performance parts, more than twenty-one
world premieres, and more than four other works in Canadian
or Montreal premiere.

Please feel free to speak with any of the participants.

Kevin Austin
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FLORIDA SWEET

noi se treatment).

A multi-movement piece. Almost a class 'A' concrete work,

(i.e. un-edited / un-processed, except for minor EQ, and

June 1983. It's all Condos now you know. K.A.

MOLTEN VOICE The piece consists of a series of sound images
punctuated by excerpts tJken from each section and

repeated. The sound sources, which include recorded natural and mechanical
sounds, simple and complex synthesized sounds, and white noise, the text, the
structure and the title all relate to the, conc,ept of a transitional process
that is both ruthlessly abrupt and incomprehensible except on a primitive
level of awareness. Created in the Concordia Electronic Music Studio in the
Winter of 1979-80. (JT)

SENSORED centered by senses
centaured by cents

and/or'd by since

adorned bias sins

STEVE I (DX-ture V) The fifth in the series of twelve., The first in
the second section of the first half. Two layers. (A)

(JB)

(Dec. 9, 1983)DARKAFTERPARKTRENHOLME is closely modeled
after Charles Ives'

"Central Park in the Dark - In the Good Old Summer Time - A Contemplation of
Nothing Serious" (1898 - 1907) in its structure and ideas. I decided, however,
to approach the piece as Ives himself might have approached it had he written
it in 1983. with all the technological developments availaole to him. Ives was
true to the musical culture and surroundings of his time, and in the same way
I have used only material that is ~ead-1Y heard on a daily basis in our current
culture, and which, in fact, was largely recorded in and around Trenholme Park
itself. Many thanks to my favorite studio technician at the studios at

l'ietaMusiQuebec for technical assistance and the mix.

Guitar I AKS I delays I processing

Redintegration of reiterated evolvin9 segments

Comprising of parts 4A, 6B, 6C, in Carol Ip's systems experiment, a
research module of autonomous elements, 'involving independent creators
in the music, dance and audio-visual fields, combining Conversation
and Systems theories and Eriksonian hypnosis. Made possible with a
grant from Arts and Innovations, ministere des Affaires Culturelles.

DX-tures (I - XII) Twelve, t\1elve to thirteen minute pieces, composed
between October 1984 and February 1985. The

instrumentation is aYamaha DX-7, with various kinds of (minimal) d-gital and

analo~ue processinp. Dependinp upon the particular piece, there are between

tv/o and eight layers. The separate layers are largely improvisational in

nature, and each piece is an 'orpanic segment'. K.A.

NASA TS (DX-ture IV) The fourth in the series of twelve, and the last
in the first secti on of the first half. Four 1ayers (A)

SNOW SNOW EVOLVING It has been written that the composer writes, "Real
time meets tape time. Voice, record, tape and

synthesizer. A departure stylistically. (1979)" (DF)
Compo'sed in the studios of CHOM-FM and Concordia University. (K.A.)

in a sense
innocense
in essence
any sense

STEV I I (DX-ture VI) The sixth. Two layers (A)

IT Rei-teratw/1-~ m"
David Lindsay*, John Wells*

P.B.



FLORIDA SWEET A multi-movement piece. Almost a class lA' concrete work,

(i.e. un-edited / un-processed, except for minor EQ, and
noise treatment). June 1983. It's all Condos now you know. K.A.

TRENHOLME PARK AFTER DARK (Dec. 9, 1983) is closely modeled
after Charles rves'

"Central Park in the Dark - In the Good Old Summer Time - A Contemplation of
Nothing Serious" (1898 - 1907) in its structure and ideas. I decided, however,
to approach the piece as Ives himself might have approached it had he written
it in 1983, with all the technological developments availaBle to him. Ives was
true to the music~l culture and surroundings of his time, and in the same way
I have used only material that is ~ead-1Y heard on a daily basis in our current
culture, and which, in fact, was largely recorded in and around Trenholme Park
itself. Many thanks to my favorite studio technician at. the studios at
MetaMusiQuebec for technical assistance and the mix. (JB)

DX-tures (I - XII) Twelve, twelve to thirteen minute pieces, composed

between October 1984 and February 19850 The
instrumentation is aYamaha DX-7, with various kinds of (minimal) d-gital and

analoque processin9. Dependinq upon the particular piece, there are between

two and eight layers. The separate layers are largely improvisational in
nature, and each piece is an lorqanic seqment'. K.A.

NASA TS (DX-ture IV) The fourth in the series of twelve, and the last

in the first section of t~e fitst half.. Four layers (A).

SNOW SNOW EVOLVING It has been written that the composer writes, IIReal

time meets tape time. Voice, record, tape and
synthesizer. A departure stylistically. (1979)" (OF)

Composed in the studios of CHOM-FM and Concordia University. (K.A.)



MOLTEN VOICE The piece consists of a series of sound images
punctuated by excerpts taken from each section and

repeated. The sound sources, which include recorded natural and mechanical
sounds, simple and complex synthesized sounds, and white noise, the text, the
structure and the title all relate to the, concept of a transitional process
that is both ruthlessly abrupt and incomprehensible except on a primitive
level of awareness. Created in the Concordia Electronic Music Studio in the
Winter of 1979-80. (JT)

STEVE I (DX-ture V) The fifth in the series of twelve. The first in
the second section of the first 'half. Two layers. (A)

SENSORED centered by senses

centaured by cents
and/or1d by since

adorned bias sins

in a sense
innocense
in essence
any sense P.B.

STEV I I (DX-ture VI) The sixth. Two layers (A)

II Reiteration-~R!f,~s
David Lindsay*, John Wells*

Comprising of parts 4A, 6B, 6C, in Carol Ip's systems experiment, a
research module of autonomous elements, 'involving independent creators
in the music, dance and audio-visual fields, comb~ning Conversation
and Systems theories and Eriksonian hypnosis. Nade possible with a
grant from Arts and Innovations, ministere des Affaires Culturelles.

Redintegration of reiterated evolving segments

Guitar / AKS / delays / processing



12 Windows - John Wells

Eighteen segments of differing material have been originated on a
Rolland juno 6 and recorded. One half of these have been digitally
delayed, organized and mixed down into 12 sections of approximately
one minute each, on 4 channel tape. Six sections are treated with
overlays and three are canons. There is an option of live accompaniment
(determined by the performers) for nine of the sections. The last
piece is combined and forms one continuous gesture.
Each "window" has been organized as an entity in itself. Relationsh"ips
between .them are coincidental and for contrast; they may hold events
or just be seperate windows for interpretation, dominating or laid
back. The "views" through the panes may be seen as through drawings
in condensation; be distorted or crystal clear, occluded, diffused,
reflected. The observer as incidental agent may be looking out or
looking in, at different times of day, or location. The music
passes through the frames of these 12 windows.

Recorded at home studio in January 1983 and mixed with Kevin Austin
at the AV Dept, Loyola Campus, Concordia University.



ZONG GESANG Real songs use real 'noises. This sung song resounds with
sounds, digital and other. K.A.

FA~lI LY GAME S ( I) is a piece for four channel tape. The family alluded

to is a sonic one, and the sounds produced by this

particular a~tomated patch occassionally have a s~ightly humourous quality.

This is only one of any number of possible realizations ~f this piec~ ..

Composed at the Loyola A.V. Studio in April, 1983. Duration: 4min. Olsec.

K.A.

"WAVING A'l! THI~r BRAVE ONEst'" by Dave Lindsay 2/85

This piece was commissione'd by IlBrave New Waves" on CBC stereo
for the,ir 1st anniversary birthday show on February 6',1985. It

depicts life, in a distant corner of the 17th floor of ta Maison

Ra,dio-Canada". where the 'Unsung heroes of nBrave New Waves fl research
''''and scrape together every piece of information they Can find,. into

producing a, 6-hour show night after night,. while remaining completely

name:less.

'llhis piece was produced at Kaya Music studio, and mixed at

MetamusiQuebec.

1959 - 1984

J'utilise des diapositives produites autrefois par mes

parents et celles produites au f11 des quatres derni~res annees

par moi-meme. Je recherche ainsl une liaison entre rna vie

actuelle, refl~tee par les auto-portraits et les paysages urbains;



et mon passe, recueilli par Ie travail photographique excellent

de mon pere. Les photos nocturnes inspirent Ie mystere, mais

je rappele aussi que la nuit existe par del~ Ie sommeil et

l'ecoulement du temps.

La bande sonore, composee de sons concrets et electroniques,

fut creee en correlation avec les differentes sections de la

sequence visuelle et tente d'appuyer les ambiances propes a
chacune d'elle.

Pierre Gauvin

HAVE LINK ONE An intermezzorial sonic fresco. The ocean waves up on
all of its shores. It .functions as smoothing element

between diverse forces, different levels of cosmic tides. The non-repeating
pattern, the unpredictable predictability. 1983 and 1984. K.~.

ETUDE ELECTROACOUSTIQUE POUR CONTREBASSE ELECTRIQUE ET DELAI DIGITAL no.l

Etude centr~e sur les possibilit~s interactives de la contrebasse
~lectrique et'de deux unit~s de delai digital,ainsi que des textures
sonores produites par filtrage,regeneration et repetitions digitales.
L'etude sert a developper un vocaDulaire et une syntaxe sonores aptes
a etre utilises comme materiel de composition.La contrebasse electrique
est fabriquee par JACQUES MAYRAND.

Co-composition de Jacques Mayrand(contrebasse electrique),
et de Jean Seguin(d~lais digitaux) .•

INTROSPECTION focuses primarily on two traditionally 'grey areas l in
musical perception: (i) at what point is a Inon-pitched'

sound heard as a pitched sound, and (ii) at what point is a complex timbre
heard as a simultaneity of two or more pitches. Introspections was realized
on the Synclavier II system in the Digital Lab of the University of Western
Ontario, Peter Clements, Director. (Notes edited by K.A.)
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MOVEMENTS IN TRANS-ART (OR ODE TO NICARAGUA)

MOVENENT

I
II
III
IV
V

TF;:ANSP;: I F'T I ON

ENTF~ANCE

TF~ANS I ENCE
ENTf~ANCENENT

TF~ANSCENDENCE

DETERRENCE (IT HERTZ)

TIME

9 %
20 i.
10 /.
40 /.

8'29"

DESCHENES, Marcelle

A MINIMAL NUMBER OF SIGNALS (2) WERE RECORDED
FROM THE SOUL OF A PIANO; SIGNAL COME SOURCE
BY MULTIPLYING AND TRANSFORMING THEM USING
C00MON STUDIO TECHNIQUES.

WE MUST FORGIVE 'POLITIKOS', GOD OF NOISE AND
DISTO~TIONy FOR HIS INDULGENCE •••

P.G.BOUCHARD (NOV'84).

Jour IJI

Eco-Fable-Atomique (version 1984)

Jour IJI

Eco-

Fable-

Atomique

Jour fix~ pour une attaque, une op~ration militaire.
Petit Robert

Chacun de ces ETRES EST commeun maillon de la cha1ne et ce maillon
devore celui qui le pr~cede pour ETRE devore par celui qui le suit.
La boucle de LA VIE EST une boucle qui se genere en se devorant. Elle
EST de caractere phagique dans le detail, autophagique dans l'ensem
ble. LA PLURIBOUCLE EST donc un formidable TURNOVER, de naissances,
vies, morts s'entre-detruisant et s'entr'engendrant les unes les au-

-tres. Et, ce tourbillon, C'EST L'ETRE meme de 1 tECO-organisation (de
sorganisation/reorganisation permanente).

Edgar Morin, La Nature de la Nature .

Je n!aime pas les fleurs
Je n'aime pas la nature

Je prefere les natures mortes.
Antonin

Les fables ne sont pas ce qu'elles semblent etre.
Jean de la Fontaine

The atomic bomb is a paper tig~r •.. Terrible to look at, but not so
strong as it seems.

MaJ;>. Tse-Toung
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Everyone' s 'l'~ilcLng ax unce J~·U.L.-v.a U,J..

Dave Lindsay

RAIN DANCE COOlposed at hOOle, (obviously), and mixed, re-mixed, and re-re

mixed into this final 'form'. A slow, initially rhythmic,
disintegration of a kitchen symphony. Lots of fun once you get into it. K.A

Bxerciaa I (1965-V) realized at the Columbia-Princeton Electronio Musio
Center in 1965, and revised during 1969. All the sounds used in this
piooe, however of totally eleotronio origin, have e definite oonorete
ooloration. A vory fine third of an ootave filter (albis) was en essential
tool for the realization of the pieoe. The original in four tracks Has
produoed mostly by splioing.Seouential end voltpge-oontrolled technir,ues
wero used in a very minimal portion of the composition.

Exercise I was conoeived with an optionel version with self-developing
ohoreography. The oomposer's set of instruotions for the lights and
ohoreographic situation has been explored ~nd enhanoed by the danoers and
technioians. The oomposition intends to express the solitude of man within
orowds. .

" Enrthy Delir:hts" has been an ongoing process in my da:!l1y life,
from birth, to middle age, and onto old ar,e. The s01mds have
been collected ~o~ years and .are relevant to' my personal
environment, which I am sharine with you.
r come from a more simnlistlc world and find myself in a
complicated Environment of dirt, violence, w~th the overhanging
cloud of destruction.
My interest now lies in creatin~ a new world, a world of the
ima~ination, one in which I continue to play in order to
surVive, and hope that future generations will unwind the
threads that have created what my generation allowed to be.

MiX/Master Kevin Austin

In a:large gathering of people, otherwise known a15 'a~ crowd
or party, the gist of cqmrnunications may be understood by respective
participants' although the individual rragments of dialogue are not
always fully retained due to the ha"7iardolls environment in which
loud music, noi.s~T nearby conversations, J;lhysical cont1l'cts(dueto
the release of certain creative energies.) abound, and internal s
s~imulua sucli as organic or chemical SUbstances als~ alter perceptions~.
r ... especiallY if the said conversation is of no interest! •

In. such.. instances, the mind tends to ~nder for a:. few Domerits.
These.precious seconds can seem like hours in a.space-tine continuum.
I chose to expand a:: space of one second between two words;: 'once I and
!but' taken :frOm the passages "I'm sorry, I didn.'t hear yOtl---,-..,.

,~veryone's talking at once. But~go on. d The.development of this space
is based. upon the tranquility incongruent to the atmosphere of the
tranquility" as well as though'ts and 1;houghtfOJrms passing through
at diherent ra'tea. A combina-tion of kno..m and unknown sounds
illustra-ces the workings oftmemory in any state 01· consciousness.
Therefore if you hear footsteps, whistles, voices, push-button phones,
and airplanes, it's all in your hee;d~ ,

Everyone's Talking at Once wa-s realised at the Kaya', Music Sound
Studio, Place~Yictoria,MetroStation, andthe Concordia: University
Electro-Acoustic Studio using a party or,4 voices, wine glasses,
taI!e lOaps. an Aries modular synthesiser, a, few ..gongs and severa'l
metera of.Scotch 206 1/:1-" magneticta1le. This incerior voyage was
completed in lBrch,19Sl'a_

DX-tures (I - XU) Twelve, twelve to thirteen minute pieces, composed
between October 1984 and February 1985. The

instrumentation is aYamaha DX-7, with various kinds of (minimal) d-gita1 and

analogue processinq. Depending upon the particular piece, there are between

two and eight layers. The separate layers are largely improvisational in

nature, and each piece is an 'organic seqment'. K.A.

John Wells

This strange nostalgic piece was first performed at Tangente
in t1ay '83 as part of a sound tape for "24 POstcards of Rage: Part 1"
by Tanya Mars &Rina Fratice11i, a performance which explored the
anxiety felt by women in relation to pornography and rape.

The treated guitar patterns by David Lindsay, recorded one
Saturday'afternoon several months prior to performance, were
interweaved & repeated with additional material bridging the
transition points-- transposing different qualities upon each
of the successive segments. They are the realization points in the
fear of unrequited attraction. The theme reveals the desires, dreams,
hope &longing of an individual.

, Well that is what it1s supposed to be. Perhaps it's something
entirely different.

Materials used were sustained guitar &effects, digital delays,
Synthi AKS, Juno 6, and the whole thing was recorded and mixed
at home.

Roadside Litter Roadside Litter is dedicated to the Roadies, Dave and John.
It is based on their carefully culled collections of
acoustic and intellectual debris. An eclectic approach

was taken to the organization of materials on the tape, with dramatic connotation.
visual associations and sound patterns providing the fine structure within an
overall framework related to the complexity, variety and "naturalness" of the

sounds involved;

The Beautiful Assistant John Wells
David Lindsay
May, I 83; 7: 15 CHROMA (DX-ture VII) The last section of the first part, this

sometimes as many as eight layers deep.
blend, contrast, multiply and divide. Extensive digital processing

various mixing stages diffuses the stereo field. (A)

piece is

Sounds that
in the



RAIN DANCE Canposed at hane, (obviously), and mixed, re-mixed, and re-re
mixed into this final Iform l

• A slow, initially rhythmic,

disintegration of a kitchen symphony. Lots of fun once you get into it. K.A.

Exercise I (1965-V) realized at the Columbia-Princeton Electronio Musio
Center in 1965, and revised during 1969. All th~ sounds used in this
pieoe, however of totally electronio oriGin, have e definite ooncrete
ooloration. A very fine third of an ootave filter (albia) Was en essential
tool for tho realizntion of the pieoe. The original in four tracks was
produoed mostly by splioing.Sequential end voltl:'.ge-oontrolled technir;ues
were used in a very minimal portion of the composition.

Exercise I was conoeived with an optionel version with self-developing
ohoreography. The composer's set of instruotions for the lights and
ohoreographic situation has been explored end enhnnoed by the dancers and
technioians. The oomposition intends to expresG the solitude of man within
orowds. .

II Enrthy Delights" has been an ongoing process in my da:1lly life,
from birth, to middle age, and onto old age. The BOilnds have
been collected ro~ years and are relevant to my personal
environment, which I am sharing with you.
r come from a more simplistic world and find myself in a
complicated Environment of dirt, violence, w~th the overhanging
cloud of destruction.
My interest now lies in creating a new world, a world of the
imagination, one in which I continue to play in order to
survive, and hope that future generations will unwind the
threads that have created what my generation allowed to be.

MiX/Master Kevin Austin

The Beautiful Assistant John Well s
. Davi d Lindsay

May, ' 83; 7: 15

This strange nostalgic piece was first performed at Tangente
in May 183 as part of a sound tape for 1124 postcards of Rage: Part 111

by Tanya Mars &Rina Fraticelli, a performance which explored the
anxiety felt by women in relation to pornography and rape.

The treated guitar patterns by David Lindsay, recorded one
Saturday' afternoon several months prior to performance, were
interweaved &repeated with additional material bridging the
transition points-- transposing different qualities upon each
of the successive segments. They are the realization points in the
fear of unre~uited attraction. The theme reveals the desires, dreams,
hope &longing of an individual.

Well that is what it's supposed to be. Perhaps it's something
entirely different•.

Materials used were sustained guitar &effects, digital delays,
Synthi AKS, Juno 6, and the whole thing was recorded and mixed
at home.

John Wells



Everyone's Talking at Once :Ma-rch '81
~

In a:. large gathering of people, otherwise known as "a, crowd
~r paTty, the gi~t of cqmmunica~ions may be understood by respective
partici.pants although the individual 1'ragments of dialogue are not
a:Lways fuilly retained due to the ha7{ardous environment in which
loud music, noi.sy nearby conversations,. J?hysical contacts{dueto
the rele~e of certain crea:tive energies.) a-nound, and internal s .
stimulus, such as organic or chemical sUbstances als~ alter perceptions••
..:. especially if' the said c-onversation is of no interest~ .

In such instances, the mind tends to nander for a~few moments.
'l'hese ,precious: seconds can seem like ·hours P-u.. ac'. S]?ace--time continuum.
I chose to expand a:~ space of one second between two words;; 'once' and
!but' taken frOm the paBsages "I'm sorry, I didn't hear you-~~
~v.eryone's talking at once. But-:-go on.,." The.development of this space
is based~ul'0n the tranquility incongruent to the a::tmosphere of the
tranquili..ty, as well as thoughts and 'thoughtfevrms passing through
at difierent ra-teS:1I A combination of knovlll and unknoi'ID. sounds
illustrcetes the workings of (mem<?ry in any state 01' consciousne ss.
Therefore if you heaT footsteps',' whistles, voices, push-button phones,
and airplanes, it's all in your he~~ . '~ .

Ev.eryone's Talking at Once wa~s reaolised a-t the Ka-ya', Music Sound
Studio ,Place~Victoria, Metro Station, andthe Concordia, University
Electro-Acoustic Studio ueing a party 01' 4 voi.ces, wine glasses,
ta:Qe lolqls, an Aries modular synthesiser~ aLfew:~,gongs and several
meters:: of,Scotch, 206 1/~" magnetic ta-pe. This in1;erior voyage was
completed in March: 1981'._

Dave Lindsa-y

DX-tures (I - XI1) Twelve, twelve to thirteen minute pieces, composed
between October 1984 and February 1985. The

instrumentation is aYamaha DX-7, with various kinds of (minimal) d-gital and
analoque processin9. Dependinq upon the particular piece, there are between
two and eight layer~. The separate layers are largely improvisational in
nature, and each piece is an 'orqanic seqment ' . K.A.

CHROMA (DX-ture VII) The last section of the first part, this piece is
sometimes as many as eight layers deep. Sounds that

.blend, contrast, multiply and divide. Extensive digital processing in the

various mixing stages diffuses the stereo field. (A)

Roadside Litter Roadside Litter is dedicated to the Roadies, Dave and John.
It is based on their carefully culled collections of
acoustic and intellectual debris. An eclectic approach

was taken to the organization of materials on the tape, with dramatic connotation,
visual associations and sound patterns providing the fine structure within an
overall framework related to the complexity, variety and "naturalness" of the

sounds involved.



A Rock in the Water 2 1/2 mins. Janu~ry 1980*

A collage of impressions recorded on a visit to Newfoundland, the
lead-in composed with tape-loops mainly from materia 1 edited out 'of
the lightly electronically treated child's song which follows. The
wind at the end was recorded in a metro station; back in the city? .

* part one of a work in progress. (T.W.)

PLENUM (DX-ture VIII) The first section of the last half. Four layers. (B)

SENSORED centered by senses

centaured by cents
and/or'd by since
adorned bias sins

in a sense
innocense
in essence
any sense P. B.

SPECTRA A (DX-ture IX) The nineth of twelve. End of the first part of

the last section. Four layers. (B)

David Lindsay*, John Wells*

Comprising of part 3B in Carol Ip's systems experiment, ~ research
module of autonomous elements, involving independent ~reators in the
music, dance and audio-visual fields, combining Conversation & Systems
theories and Eriksoniam hypnosis. Made possible with a grant from
Arts and Innovations, ministere des Affaires Culturelles.

Spirals of energy ~angentally flanking fields from the central energy
source.

Guitar / AKS / delays I processing.



STREAM LINE Sounds from the fast lane, the slow lane, lovers and Lois.
Blehd, meld, come, went, heard, unheard, picking chips off

rocky; 'peep', who's in the? None to hear it all; a stretch from the continuing
cosmic fabric. K.A.

W A ITT 0 0 :: .A simply repeated phrase. Simply a repeated
phrase. A phrase simply repeated. A repeated

phrase simply. Simply repeated, a phrase. A simply repeated phrase,

repeated, processed, altered, unaltered, delayed, phased, phrased by delay,

sounding repeated, repealed, pealed. For tape, processors, with optional
live voice and synthesizers. Summer, 1982, too~: K.A •
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TRIAL & BEAT IT A first computer music study. Rule number one:
always back-up your work, as you never know when

you'll accidentally erase it, or the power will go off, or it will some-hnw
go to that great big byte-eater in the sky. Rule number two: see rule
number one. Composed in the summer of 1984 with the SynclavierII computer
music system at Dartmouth College. (K.A.)



WAVE LINK TOO An episodic sound sculpture. The seas cyclical splash

on all of its island land masses. It smooths from
level to undulated, diverse boundaries release their differences to its
also linking properties. 1983·- 1984 K.A.

RITUAL FOR A NOISY. GONG // Subjoctive For me, the most
important aspect

of any piece of music is its emotional content. (Hhat does it make me
fee l?). In my own writi n9, then, it is of paramount impo rtance to express
emotion. This piece strives to express various aspects of my emotional
self. I am "a noisy gong". Shawn Hill (85-ii-09)

A collective composition for electric bass, tape, synthesizer
and processing~ Co-composed between December/84 and February/85.
In four somewhat linked sections, the bass and tape blend and
contrast. The tape was assembled so as to allow the performer
as much latitude for expression, within the agreed upon form,
as possible.' Kevin Austin (85-ii-09)

,CLIPPERFIX - SUPERSONG Children at play, a song, . . . ,

Composed in the spring of 1983.

WHALEso NG No. 1 June '82

(K.A.)

In this piece, I attempted to compare two musical
elements of song in nature;. the music of birds and that
of ~ha1es~ The music of birds has fascinated composers
throughout history. Birds do not compose as such. They
merely repeat various melodies and sounds. V~es, however,
are the only mammal other tlmn man that actually compose
Gonga and constantly modify them in performance,

The overall situation of this 'Piece occurs in the
two environments native to the respective species. The
birds in the forest are the first to be heard. As they
sing their repertoire, each simulated bird changes its
song tocreate a.dense yet slowly evolving soundscape.
Other sounds can be heard emulating the natural forest
sounds such as streams; winds, leaves flying about, etc.
The whole soundscape descends into an ocean, halfway
through the uiece,creating the 'whales' enviromnent.

The whales are then heard calling b3.cl~ and forth
to each other using'a miriad of sounds which define their
songs'; .

. Whale song No. 1 \'las realised at the Kaya' Music Studio
using a 'Synthi' synthesiser, and at the Concordia Electro
Acoustic studio usinE; an Aries Modular synthesiser, and
completed in June 198?~

Dave Lindsay
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RAIN DANCE Composed at home, pots, pans, voice, delays etc etc etc.

The kitchen symphony blues. Lots of fun when ya' git int'it.

Specks (t9Bl-82) for tape
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Jpecks is a com~osition which is fabricated from particles

of sounds, it is a music spotted by sonorities containing fast

attacks and short decays.

In this work the nftural resonances of porcelin wind chimes

are combined with the synthetic vibrations of electronic oscillators.

lhe electronic wave shapes emitted by a synthesizer are blended with

the articulated clatter of conventional brass instruments. All original

sounds are transformed so that they more closely resemble each other •

A single type of sound is featured in each of the three sections

rr,aking up t~e form of the piece.

~pecks evolves from the sounds caused by the random events of

. nature towards the artful sounds produced by man for society's

:pleasure.

II Earthy Delights" has been an ongoing process in my da:lJ1y life,
from birth, to middle age, and onto old age. The soUnds have
been collected r~ years and are relevant to my personal
enVironment, which I am sharing with you.
I come from a more simDlistic world and find myself in a
complicated Environment of dirt, violence, with the overhanging
cloud of destruction.
My interest now lies in creating a new world, a world of the
imagination, one in which I continue ~o play in ordqr to
surVive, and hope that £uture genera~ions will unwind the
threads that have created what my generation allowed _to be.

MiX/Master Kevin Austin



EXPRESSION D'UN REVE Composed in 1984 in San Francisco. A straightforward

exploration of the somic potentials of repetition. K.
SPECTR B (OX-ture X) The first of the last section of the second half.

Two layers. (B)

SUITE # 2 from "The Songs a Metal Child would Sing"

Keith Daniel

A LISTENING IS NOT A HEARING A splenderous sonic study in sibilants.
A sound poem for voice, processes,

speeds, electronic reverberations and spaces of mind and space. 1984. (K.A.)

The movements which make up this piece are one of an almost infinite
number of possible realizations of the automata.

Composed between 1980 and 1984, this set of realizations were recorded
in a live acoustical environment.

They \~ere premiered in August, 1984, on CBC-FM, and #44 from this set is
dedicated to "Brave New Waves".

And this way once pas;ed
Leaving behind a trail of mercifully forgotten toys
The air still ringing
With the songs a metal child would sing ..

~

Pl us or Mi nus Two Seconds uses various short gestures for its compositional
material. With these sound fragments, a structure

has been created to accommodate synthesizer improvisations based upon one basic

treatment of a tuned sine tone.
'Plus or Minus Two Seconds' was completed and mixedin the eight track studio of
the Concordia University Audio Visual Department, Loyola Campus, on February 26,

1983. Instruments used were a JUNO SIX Polyphonic Digital Synthesizer, and a
Synthi A. (D.L.)

This work is pUblished by "1 es edi ti ons RHINO PRODS", Montreal.

BRIME (DX-ture XI) The densest point in the second section. Six and eight
layers. A melange, quodlibet, of the entire cycle of. .

twelve. New within the old: heard/unheard. Extensive digital reverberation-typE

, technique for the diffusion of the clear stereo-field. (B)JIMS GEMS The resolution of strong tensions introduced· in this piece, and
the relatively restful pace are reflective of the fact that it

was composed during a joyous although eventful period of my life. As in
Molten voice this piece consists of a series of sound images based on highly
differentiated sound sources: white noise, simple and complex synthesized
sounds and sounds recorded from a radio. Continuity is manifested in the
rhythm and the over-laying of adjoining sections. 'Gems' is a convenient
spelling of 'jsms', which is the phonetic transcription of James. Concordia
Electronic Music Studio - Fall 1980. (JT)

SENSORED centered by senses

centaured by cents
and/or'd by since
adorned bias sins

in a sense
innocense
in essence
any sense P.B.

Number twelve in a series 01

Two layers. (B)
Release from the cycle.
twelve. Simplicity returns.

(DX-ture XII)HUES

DX-tures (I - XII) Twelve, twelve to thirteen minute pieces, composed
between October 1984 and February 1985. The

inst~umentation is aYamaha DX-7, with various kinds of (minimal) d-gital and
analo~ue processin~. Dependin~ upon the particular piece, there are between
two and eight layers. The separate layers are largely improvisational in
ria ture, and each pi ece is an 'or~ani c seqment I. K.A.
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RAIN DANCE Composed at home, pots, pans, voice, delays etc etc etc.

The kitchen symphony blues. Lots of fun when ya' git int'it.

Specks (1981-82) for tape

3pecks is a composition which is fabricated from particles

,of sounds, it is a music spotted by sonorities containing fast

attacks and short decays.

In this work the natural resonances of porcelin wind chimes

are combined with the synthetic vibrations of electronic oscillators.

ihe electronic wave shapes emitted by a synthesizer are blended with

the articulated clatter of conventional brass instruments. All original

sounds are transformed so that they more closely resemble each other.

A single type of sOlmd is featured in each of the three sections

making up the form of the piece.

Specks evolves from the sounds caused by the random events of

nature towards the artful sounds produced by man for society's

pleasure.

II Earthy Delights ll has been an ongoing process in my da:Lly life,
from birth, to middle age, and onto old age. The soUnds have
been collected ro~ years and are relevant to my personal
environment, which I am sharin~ with you.
I come from a more simplistic world and find myself in a
complicated Environment of dirt, violence, with the overhanging
cloud of destruction.
My interest now lies in creating a new world, a world of the
imagin~tion, one in which I continue to play in order to
surVive, and hope that future generations will unwind the
threads that have created what my generation allowed to be.

Mix/Master Kevin Austin



EXPRESSION D'UN REVE Composed in 1984 in San Francisco. A straightforward
exploration of the somic potentials of repetition. K.A.

SUITE # 2 from liThe Songs a Metal Child would Sing ll

Keith Daniel

The movements which make up this piece are one of an almost infinite
number of possible realizations of the automata.

Composed between 1980 and 1984, this set of realizations were recorded
in a live acoustical environment.

They were premiered in August, 1984, on CBC-FM, and #44 from this set is
ded i ca ted to liB r ave New Wa ves II •

And this way once passed
Leaving behind a trail of mercifully forgotten toys
The air still ringing
With the songs a metal child would sing.

This work is published by Illes editions RHINO PRODS II
, Montreal.

JIMS GEMS The resolution of strong tensions introduced' in this piece, and
the relatively restful pace are reflective of the fact that it

was composed during a joyous although eventful period of my life. As in
Molten voice this piece consists of a series of sound images based on highly
differentiated sound sources: white noise, simple and complex synthesized
sounds and sounds recorded from a radio. Continuity is manifested in the
rhythm and the' over-laying of adjoining sections. 'Gems' is a convenient
spelling of 'j9ms', which is the phonetic transcription of James. Concordia
Electronic Music Studio - Fall 1980. (JT)

DX-tures (I - XII) Twelve, twelve to thirteen minute pieces, composed
between October 1984 and February 1985. The

instrumentation is aYamaha DX-7, with various kinds of (minimal) d-gital and

analoque processinq. Dependinq upon the particular piece, there are between
two and eight layers. The separate layers are largely improvisational in

nature, and each piece is an 'orqanic seqment'. K.A.



SPECTR B (OX-ture x) The first of the last section of the second half.
Two layers. (B)

A LISTENING IS NOT A HEARING A splenderous sonic study in sibilants.

A sound poem for voice, processes,
speeds, electronic reverberations and spaces of mind and space. 1984. (K.A.)

Pl us or Mi nl,JS Two Seconds uses various short gestures for its compositional .

material. With these sound fragments, a structure

has been created to accommodate synthesizer improvisations based upon one basic

treatment of a tuned sine tone.

'Plus or Minus Two Seconds' wa5 completed and mixedin the eight track studio of

the Concordia University Audio Visual Department, Loyola Campus, on February 26,

1983. Instruments used were a JUNO SIX Polyphonic Digital Synthesizer, a~d a

Synthi A. (D.L.)

BRIME (OX-ture XI) The densest point in the second section. Six and eight

layers. A melange, quodlibet, of the entire cycle of
twelve. New within the old: heard/unheard. Extensive digital reverberation-type
technique for the diffusion of the clear stereo-field. (B.)

SENSOREO centered by senses

centaured by cents
and/or1d by since

adorned bias sins

in a sense
innocense
in essence
any sense P.B.

HUES (OX-ture XII) Release from the cycle. Number twelve in a series of
twelve. Simplicity returns. Two layers. (B)



TIl 8f-berr,,~te FeJ:'iJ5

David Linsay*, John Wells* with Louise Simard

Comprising of parts 4C, 5C, 5A, in Carol Ip's systems experiment, a
research module of autonomous elements, involving independent
creators in music, dance and aUdio-v~s~al fields, combindng
conversation and systems theories and Eriksonian hypnosis. Made
possiole with a grant from Arts and Innovations, ministere des

'Affaires Culturelles.

Infinite Wagnerian improbability

GANDOR. From the stars to the songs,' strong familiar ties. Un-chained, unbounded.
We ha~~ no constraints except our minds / our pasts. K.A.

Lel i 0 Carll iller i

OVERFALL (1983)

The sound material of OVERFALL is made ~p of transformed

piano sounds.

The piece is structured in three section each of the~

presenting a gradual change of articulation. Each

section has the characteristic to present some particular

transformations of the piano sounds.

The piece took the honourable mention at the V Inter-

national Competition II L. Russolo II

The realization of the piece was made possible by means

of a fellowship of the' Belgian Government for working

at the Instituut voor Psychoacustica en Elektronische

Muz i er" Gent •
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MOVEMENTS IN TRANS-ARf COR ODE TO NICARAGUA)

MOVErlENT

I
II
III
IV
V

TF~f1NSCRI PT I ON

ENTF~ANCE

TF~ANSIENCE

ENTf~ANCEr'lENT

TI:(AN~:lCENDENCE

DETERRENCE CIT HERTZ)

TIME

9 %
20 ~~

1() %
40 %
.21 j~

8'29"

A MINIMAL NUMBER OF SIGNALS (2) WERE RECORDED
FROM THE SOUL OF A PIANO; SIGNAL COME SOURCE
BY MULTIPLYING AND TRANSFORMING THEM USING
CO~MON STUDIO TECHNIQUES.

WE MUST FORGIVE 'POLITIKOS', GOD OF NOISE AND
DISTORTION, FOR HIS IND0LGE~CE •••, .

P.G.BOUCHARD CNOV'84).

THE EXPANSION OF AN INFINITELY LARGE POINT AT THE CONJUNCTION OF
TRUT H~ BEAUT Y, and REA LI TYIN FI VE 0I MEN SION AL SPA CE i sin the

continuing series of text-sound compositions loosely entitled, Jamestext. The
work was premiered on June 24, 1984, on the CBC radio programme, BRAVE NEW WAVES,

at which time, all processing in this live-to-air show, was executed by Dave
Lindsay. Tonight he will again do the honours by overseeing (overhearing?) the
'Harmonizer', and providing the others processing, with the pre-treated signal.
This one is for Dave. K.A.

MANITO. by JAMES TALLON 1983.

"The great Manitous or high dieties..... could not be invoked as the ultimate causes
of all things. Apparently the Indians..... assumed that the phenomena of nature had
always existed some where, and...... in their aetiological myths merely described ho w
they had been brought into their present relationship with man."

-Diamond Jenness (1932)

Manito is a tape composition based on synthesized sound, voice, and processing.
There is provision for live accompaniment. The piece is in six sections, with text and
voice contributed by Joanne Reid and the composer. Produced with the generous
assistance of composer/producer Kevin Austin at the Concordia University Electronic
Music Studio and Studio Metamusique Quebec Son (Montreal).



x - FLU - TOOT A fun, not taD serious toot on the flute and
the clarinet. The tape delay adds dimensions.

Let the sounds slip by your ears, giggle at the tribbles and
what-not. This is part of the last intermission of this series.

ETUDE ELECTROACOUSTIQUE POUR CONTREBASSE ELECTRIQUE ET DELAI DIGITAL no.1

Etude centree sur les possibilites interactives de la contrebasse
electrique et de deux unites de delai digita~,ainsi que des textur~s

sonoresproduites par filtrage,regeneration et repetitions digitales.
L1etude sert a deyelopper un vocabulaire et une syntaxe sonores aptes
& etre util; ses comme materiel de compos; ti on. La contrebasse el ectri que
est fabriquee par JACQUES MAYRAND .

. Co-compos; t; on de Jacques Mayrand(contrebasse el ectrique) ,
et de Jean Seguin(delais digitaux).-

FREE RUNNING CLOCKS 0) is an oxymoron, since cloCKS are anything but

~ree-running in the 'conventionally used sense.

Pulsed sounds are heard as pitch complexes, paired or grouped members, or as

sequential elements moving around the four channels. Their rate, envelope and

density change slowly. Attempts have been made through high fr~quency notch

filtering to produ~e the illusion that the sounds originate in a plane that is

not that of the loudspeakers. Produced as the first of a 'series in the Concordia

University A.V.D. (Loyola) studio in April 1983. K.A.
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1) OPe itA" ......

2) M~tal

/

Pot Pourri (1984)

Marcelle Desch!nes
Alain Thibault

15'30
7'30

,I

"Patchwork ll
r~alis~ a partir dlextraits du th~dtrophone multi-~dia OPERAaaaAH.

pr~sent~ ~ la Soci~t~ de Musique Contemporaine du Qu~bec,en mars 1983.
Immense collage modulaire, OPERAaaaAH est un grand jeu L'EGO 00 tous les niveaux

de combinaison et de lecture sont possibles. Cette oeuvre en format)on-transformation
continue se construit comme ce jouet d'enfant qui permet autant de possibiljt~s d'as
semblage que l'imagination peut en inventer. La constructio~ recommence toujours par
llagrafage de deux briques ensemble. A partir de ee n~ment~l~, il n'y a pas deux conS
tructions LEGO qui soient identiques. Les memes ~l~mentser~ent des formes sans cesse
renouvel~es oscillant du tragique au comique, du tendre au violent, du sublime ~au vul
gaire, du eosmique au quotidien:

Extraits assembl~s : "
- , et bouehe ~ bouche et souffle a souffle J
- New Wave
- Eeran Humain I, Eeran Humain II
- LiturGIE
-.010
- •.• au commencement
- Les dieux sont des chants
- Jour IJI
- MHa1

Marcelle Desch~nes

2) ~1~tal

IIVotre r~alit~ nlest pas 1a mienne. La vGtre n~est qu'une
illusion que votre perception a fig~e.1I Principe de base a
la construction de mondessubjectifs assembl~s en univer~

gigogne qui se d~composent en autant d'illusions impalpables
Tout est pr~texte ~ ces fissions de la r~alit~.,.

Stan Barets a"propos de 1 10euvre de P.K.Dick

I

A1ai nTh i bau1t

II ••• : servir 1a cho~e qu li1 ne faut pas. 11s sont empoi
sonn~s comme par du m~tal, pensa-t-il. Du m~tal qui les en
ferme et du m~tal dans leur sang; clest un monde de m~tal.

Une machine dont tournent les rouages pour distribuer 1a
souffrance et la mort, comme 5i elle ~tait naturelle. Com
bien de temps s'est-i1 pass~ depuis 1 I~poque ou ils connais
saient le jardin? Le lieu des animaux au repos etdes fleurs
Quand pourrai-je retrouver pour eux cet endroit?1I ~

Phil ip K. Dick
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SPRING AROUND the CORNER What more need be said? A work of

the time of year. A flowering of

sonic possibilities. New growth from the old. Some sounds heard before,

some never to be heard again. K.A.

SEVEN ELECTRONIC SKETCHES After more than a decade out of the
field of 'pure' electronic / electro-acoustic

music, this pio~eer has returned to his LM.S. synthesizers to
produce a seven movem~nt work. Characteristic of this gentleman,
composer and painter, is his lack of fear of boldness and innovation.
Powerful gestures within an organic framework flood thi.s piece.
The composer's home studio was the venue for the creation, and
v0 ice act i vated -Eo, M•S. equi pm ent, mas t er f u11Y con t r 0 11 ed, are the
basic sound generators. Finished in October, 1984. K.A.

·YVES DAOUST
LA GAIYIME (1981)

oeuvre commandee par Ie GMEB
et realisee a Bourges
durant Ie mois d'avril 1981
creation mondiale:
Festival de Bourges, juin 1981

Le studio de Bourges (GMEB, France) mea invite
a venir faire Une musique. C'est, dit-on, l'un
des plUS beaux stUdios au monde. J'y suis.
Autour de moi, dans tous les sens, s'etalent
des appareils electroniques. Le vertige me
~rend quelque peu devant toutes ces machines
a triturer les electrons. J'ouvre la fenetre
pour respirer un peu d'air frais.

De la cour me parvient une rumeur sonore provenant
de l'ecole de musique attenante au stUdio.
Des gammes montent, descendent, lentes et posees,
rapides, nerveuses, hesitantes, na!ves, virtuoses.
Les sons se melent, s'enchevetrent, unifies
pourtant par un meme besoin: posseder son instrument,
maitriser l'angoisse de l'inconnu, de l'informe,
creer un ordre. Je referme la fenetre.

Je me sens un peu comme un peintre devant une
toile nue, Ie vide. Je vais m'approprier une
petite tranche d'espace-temps.



·Statlc Arches· (1980-81)
Thierry lancino

Statir. Arches was composed at Stanford CCRMA.
California. between november 1980 and march 1981;.

The idea of the piece goes back to June 19~O

when I first wont across the desert or Utah.
espechlly. across Arches National Monument.
1nfinite space of massive archesof stone. curved
by time. Besides the visual connotation, a
principle of lndependant interlacing arches is
applied to the architecture of the piece, as well
as to the filling of the Quadriphonic space.
helping the apparition of ephemeral ·sound
holograms·.

Static Arches i& entirely digitally
generated. A. goneral purpose computer, the
Foonly, _ was interfaced with a digital
synthesizer-processor, the Samson Box. This
prototyPe was designed and built by Pete Samson at
System Concepts. San Francisco, especially for the
Stanford group. The synthesis technic is John
Chowning's freQuency ~odulatlon. Compositionnal
algorithms have been doveloped with the help or
B111 Schottstaedt's PLA program.

Static Arches was premiered live from the
synthesizer-processor at Stanford 1n June 1981.

time in time ou t five THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES

MARCH STORM starling tracks
in crystaline snow jewels
March storm:: K.A,

AKASHA This piece waa "realized~(aawe say)sometime in the
summer of.\~198 3- it was '1':~;,h~·t',:::d»1Y- at Till' B farm near

I Bancroft, Ontarlo.A;'),Korg PS-3200 and a Roland JX-3P were the
sound sourc:es, recorded with a Teac 38 8 track. Akasha appears
on the 1984 Fortuna Rec's release of "A Gradual Awakenlnglt(P.O.B.
1116, Novato, CA 94947, USA) (tn,t>.)

HU ES (DX-ture XI I)

Yamaha DX-7.

The twelfth (and last) in the cycle of textural
compositions based upon voices created for the

\(,A,
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Lost Ni.qkt REvel (1,){**)

for synthesizers* and tape

~~~~ «rn.rn.»(**)

for S111lthesize:t·s* and tape

The Land of Nurr(**)

for stereo tape

Concerto Grosso 1(#)
for stereo tape

for stereo tape

Points de Fuite
for stereo tape

*Jean Seguin
*Pierre Bouchard
"'Kevin Austin

"'Dave Lindsay
*James Tallon
"'John 'PleUs

Ted Dawson

Ted Da~..,son

Debbie Danbrook

Francis Dhomont

~ RR - (DX-ture VI)

for stereo tape

The Sentinel Plays Alone{**)
for stereo tape

Introspection
for stereo tape

for stereo tape

{(**) - World Premiere}

Kevin Austin

Robert Schertzer

KrisU ..411ik

PJain Thibault

{(#) - CECG Premiere}



~ mm@m~ «X) A new retnember of the far.nily.
Structural intellectualization gives -way

to collective consciousnessJsub-consciousnessJand un-consciousnessJ
especially considering the nature of last night's revels. This work flo'WS
mellifluously into the following piece. (K.A.)

Li\III waUl! BIn!. C3111 Tallc of nepotism and incestJor
better not. While a fIlember of the

same family, and being parented in a similar fashionJ this work "JaS not
conceived during the previous Last Night Revel (It_ The continuous nature
of the texture is a surface feature common to all members of this ever
growing faraily. The surface is superficial. The underlying intellectual
structural nature of this particular composition render it simultaneouslYJ
self-t-eferential, isomorphic and oxyrnoronic. A real featJgiven the
circunlstancesJbut in the face of reality, not to be sneezed at witllout a
Kleenex@ close at hand. And then there are other wordsJtoo. (K.AJ

~~ @W~ (1975) vJas'co:mposedintheElectronic
Music Studios of McGill University.

It is one of the three 'sound environments for Kalina', and is an e:&-ploration
of various analogue synthesizer textural types. The title is from the book
of the same name. (K.A.)

CONCERTO GROSSO I (1973 - 74) was created at the McGill
University Electronic

Music Studios during the composer's year of graduate studies in the
FaCUlty of Music. There are two alternate performance versions: the
original quadraphonic tape piece, and a later version that combines
amplified instruments with electronic sound. This version is a stereo
mix of the original quadraphonic tape.
Structurally, the work has a neo-classical three movement form; but
beyond the single traditional reference, it is principally concerned with
the exploration of sound and the technical possibilities of the studio. Bo·
concrete and synthetic sources are used, often combined from as many a~

six channels of prepared material.
This work is available commercially on McGill University Records. T.D



'\J'tmI1IJ[i](!J ~fI][[J\I The suite is a rhythmic blend of jarring
metals and uocal aspiration. R metallic

ostinato is slolUly submerged under layers of panting and hissing.
8 flute is used, ot times sounding mOI-e mochine-like thon melodic.
8 solo SOH ploys 0 sensuous, shokey blues. The music hos been used
in a dance performance, 'Piece de Resistance', by Dena Dauido,
premiered in Rpril, 1985 ot 'Tangente' in Montreal. Produced in
February and March, 1985, in the RUD studios of Concordia Uniuersity,
and at MetoMusiQuebec. D. D. I K.R.

Franois DHOMONT n POINTS DE FOITE "•••aa=a==.=~z==m=aQ (13'20)

2eme Prix

Realise de Fevrier a Mai 1982
Studio de l'auteur a MONTREAL (QUEBEC)

Creation mondiale le 13 Juin 1982 au 12me Festival
International de Musique Experimentale de BOURGES.

(oategorie analogique) au l2eme Concours International de
Musique .Electroacoustique de BOURGES 1984.

-;-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-

A Jean-Louis OSTROWSKI, melomane et teohnicien inspire qui,
en dejouant inlassablement les trahisons de maohines per
verses, a permis a oette pieoe de voir le jour au jour dit.

Terme de perspective. Point de convergence des lignes paralleles.

Ecoute/lecture a plusieurs niveaux :

1°/ Technique - Etude cinetique : glissements en tessiture; muta
tions de mass~s, de densites; alterations du tim
bre; irruptions/dispersions energetiques; mobili
te spaoiale.

2°/ Impressionniste - Rencontres, croisements, fusions d'evEmements
heterogenes mais porteurs de connotations sembla
bles; trajectoires, vitesses, deplacements.
Le proche et le lointain.
Le passage.

3°/ Symbolique - Fuite ; fugue. Depart, erranoe, perte, oubli.
Gommage.
Ligne d 'horizon : Kafka, "Le Disparu" ("L'Ameri
que").

4°/ Ad libitum••••

F.D.



~ IKII 1111 ~ tlJJwJI 4WlJf Yes~ not tnore of the same.
During tilis, tile last time-out

of tile last concert of tile CECG 3rd Winter Series, we once again invite tile
audience to share in tilis festive occassion by lifting a glass - (paper cup),
for a toast to tile good times of tile old year, and a toast for good weather to
help avoid tile problem of soggy electro-acoustic hot-dogs during the
surnrner series. t:HEE£S// (K.A.)

~1frniwr; un .- (DX-ture VI) Unstable quasi-band-linlited noise
complexes give way to vibrating~ almost

pitched fm complexes. A continuutn between the two 'families' of sounds is
explored in different registers, various rates and types of articulations and
Oftell s1:l,ifting textural densities.

The DX-tures, composed between October 19&4 and l~arch 1935~ are
studies in te}s.~re ,using, principally, the YAMAHA DX-7 digital synthesizer
as sound source. Processing is either with pat-ametric equalization, and/or
a quasi-digital reverberation systern. Structurally, the individual members
of the set should most probably be understood as textural satnples or
sl{.etches, torn from a loosely woven sonic fabric.

STEVE II is a DX-7 voice name, narned for my friend, Steve Calder. (K.A.)

THE SENTINEL PLAYS ALONE Robert M. Sohert~er

A lean dark figure gazes out his window on the world as he guards
the door behind him. The door opens to the sounds that no one lives
to hear. The Sentinel pioks qp on the melody as the door oloses behind
him. He strums into a frenzy, with his 15 em long nails, on his
collection of bells; the Sentinel plays ·alone. The door opens but is
soon shut by the shear force of the sound. Again the door opens and we
are oarried off. We all walk through this door everyday.

The Sentinel prefers to play at home in Halifax but he agreed to
overdub at the Experimental Sound Studio at Dalhousie University
(thanks to Steve Tittle) and process at MetaMusiQuebec in Montreal
(thanks to Kevin Austin) off and on from March 1984-Pebruary 1985.

Sounds furnished by Robie Street, an SCI Six-Trak, metal1ophone,
bells, wind chimes and a ~nose. Processing was provided by digital
delays and a transposer. ~-

Mixed in February and March of 1985 at MetaMusiQu~bec.

A DOSWA Production published by Les Editions Rh1no.,Enrg (capac).
\- .



INTROSPECTION focuses primarily on two traditionally 'grey areas' in
musical perception: (i) at what point is a 'non-pitched'

sound heard as a pitched sound, and (ii) at what point is a complex timbre
heard as a simultaneity of two or more pitches. Introspections was realized
on the Synclavier II system in the Digital Lab of the University of Western
Ontario, Peter Clements, Director. (Notes edited by K.A.)

* E.L.V.I.S. (1984)
Electro-Lux, Vertige Illimite Synthetique

Alain Thibault

Nous npus trouvons a l'interieur dlun labyrinthe vivant.
L'espace et le temps sont les formes de ce 1abyrinthe.
E.L.V.l.S. est une construction artificiel1e, un ARTEFACT,
destine a nous aider a trouver llissue, une issue qui change constamment.
E.L.V.I.S. n'est pas une religion, mais une technologie tr~s avancee.
Quand on se degage du labyrinthe naus sommes liberes de 1lespace·et du temps.

Les sections de la piece sont deduites des huit phases de mutation de la
vie decrites dans 1e livre de Timothy Leary liLa Revolution Cosmique ll

•

"... 1e rabot'bio10gique pour s'envoler vers les etoiles,'doit rentrer
en soi-meme, devenir maitre de son corps, de son cerveau, de son ADN ... II

(T.·Leary)
Al ai n Thi bault

La realisation de cette oeuvre a'et& rendue possible grace a 1a genereuse
contribution du fond de developpement de 1a recherche, Campagne des annees
80, et du programme Intervention Nouvelle, Art et Innovation du Ministere
des Affaires Culturelles du Quebec.

La musique a ete realisee dans le studio de la Faculte de Musique de l'Uni
versite de Montreal ainsi qu'au studio Bruit Blanc.
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DERIVE

La piece musicale de cette presentation audio-visuelle

est une integration de differentes decouvertes sonores telles

que generees par un piano mutile dont les sons furent modifies

par certaines techniques d'enregistrement ou il est question

de boucles, de vitesse changeante et d'inversement de la bande.

Les images ont ete produites durant la meme periode que la musi

que et tentent d'agir avec selon une sensibilite complementaire.

Pierre Gauvin



The Light Grey Man

Program Notes

8 Minutes and 55 Seconds, Stereo

The work starts with a poem, narrated by the poet , Joe Rosenblatt.
Initially, a synthesizer sequence is added with the idea that this
new soundtrack will be combined with an experimental film, which is
being made by a friend. I then passed this tape forward and in rev
erse and through echo and delay and mixed the different versions. I'
occasionally retained some of the key words and phrases incanted by
the poet. The monotonic quality of his recitation weaves in and out
of the synthesized sequence offering an hypnotic landscape.

Requiem 5 Minutes and 55 Seconds, Mono, both channels

Requiem is less manipulated than The Light Grey Man. For this piece
I chose three Casio keyboards, or toys, as I prefer to call them.
Two of these were programmed with sequences which were not anticipated.
The notes were randomly put into memory and while they played back
I addeda·slfew:\'lab't·es with the third instrument.



HOVEMENT (dur. 14 1 ')

music: R. Pritchard
visuals: R. Creighton

This piece grew out of a .series of works by R. Creighton, and

it uses the flow of the body to compare "quantized and.integrated

percept~ons of motion by both aural and visual senses. Using

movement from the static(quantized), to the kinetic(integrated),

the creators'of this work, attempt to expand the way in which

the environment is perceived.

Robert Creighton has degrees frOI!! the Edinburgh College

of Art, in Scotland, IvlcMaster U., in Hamilton, an~ the Humber

College of Applied Arts and Technology, in Rexdale, Ontario.

lie is a lecturer in drawing and printmaking at Brock U., in

St. Catherine's, Ontario, and has had many exhibitions of his

work throughout Ontario and Scotland.

For notes on R. Prithchard, please refer to notes on the

composer's work 'Escarpment' •

SUN Started in August 1982, this is one layer of a much

larger work of the g.eneral title Sea Scape. "Sun" was

composed using twelve descending oscillators, multiply recorded, producing

. . S. E. Scape

()(A)

at times, the density of 192 oscillators. The single gesture is very

simple, descent. The work has a duration of a little over forty minutes.

The slides were taken while on various trips .. Through the copying process,

five or six 'families' of images were produced. A range of filtering

techniques were explored, and at times the dividing line between the real,

the imaginary, and the abstract is obscured. For seagull with love.

,Thanks to A.V.D. Loyola for .f~cilities, sound and sight.

,
I

,." ~
1-

1



DIVERTIMENTO for LATECOKERS (dur. 12')

J. Oliver and C.' Schryer(1983)

The composers prepared a text, which they brought t'o the

electronic music studio,of Mcgill University, on the morning

of April 1,1983. At that ti~e, they perfor~ed an improvisation

on the text, in the studio, and recorded it using tape delay,

echo effects. The finished piece, here presented ,is that improvisation

with the addition of panning(movement between speakers), and

volume control effects.

Claude Schryer is now completing his Master's in Composition at

McGill ,University where he has studied with both Bruce Mather,

and Bengt Harnbraeus.

John Oliver is beginning a Doctoral Program, in compos~tion,

at McGill, where he has previously studied with both John Rea,

and Bruce Mather. Excerpts from his new full orchestra piece,

'Devolution', will be performed by the McGill Symphony, this

fall.

Both composers,are founding members of GEMS,a new,new music

performing group, at McGill, under the direction of Alcides

Lanza.-

Surfaces I I (1982) is a condensed version of IISurfaces ll
, a piece

commissioned by the lila 'Groupe de la Place Royale ll
,

a modern dance company working out of Ottawa. The
music was created on the Moog Synthesizer at the McGi]l Electronic Music Centre.

The listener is encouraged to visualize a large, semi-transparent
organism, floating in space. The organism is slowly revolving, sometimes very
close, and sometimes far away.

The various surfaces of this organism are made up of layers, when
super-imposed, form i composite image, which itself changes as the semi-

transparent layers appear and disappear, and as the organism revolves. (HK)



. 's. E. Scape : SUN

()(A)

Iv10VEMENT (dur. 14' ')
music: R. Pritchard
visuals: R. Creighton

This piece grew out of a ',series ,of works by R. Creighton, and

it uses the flow of the body to compare 'quantized and.integrated

perceptions of motion by both aural and visual senses. Vsing

movement from the static(quantized), to the kinetic(integrated),

the creators'of this work, attempt to expand the way in which

the environment is perceived.

Robert Creighton has degrees frOEl the Edinburgh College

of Art, in Scotland, MeT-laster V., in Hamil ton, and the Humber

College of Applied Arts and Technology, in Rexdale, Ontario.

ne is a lecturer in drawing and printmaking at Brock V., in

St. Catherine's, Ontario, and has had many exhibitions of his

work throughout Ontario and Scotland.

For notes on R. Prithchard, please refer to notes on the

composer's work 'Escarpment' •

Started in August 1982, this is one layer of a much

larger work of the g.eneral title Sea Scape. "Sun" was

composed using twelve descending oscillators, multiply recorded, producing

at times, the density of 192 oscillators. The single gesture is very

simple, descent. The work has a duration of a little over forty minu~es.

The slides were taken while on various trips. ' Through the copying process,

five or six 'families' of images were produced. A range of filtering

techniques were explored, and at times the dividing line between the real,

the imaginary, and the abstract is obscured. For seagull with love.

-Thanks to A.V.D. Loyola for -f~cilities, sound and sight.



DECA-DANSE

Je suis heureux de vivre a une epoque OU l'humanite pour

la premlere fois dans son histoire, a le pouvoir de s'auto-:-detruire
. .

compl~tement et d'eliminer toute trace de vie sur la terre. Que se

soit volontairement ou par accident, notre invite, lepresident

Ronald Reagan, a l'occasion de rendre un immense service a 1 'univers

en faisant disparaltre 1 lune des pires sources de destruction qui.
existent: la race humaine. Merci, president Reagan.

"Deca-Dance" est divise en dix parties:

1°) Technopolis

2°) You are loved

3°) Emission speciale

4°) Message du president

5°) Bonheur Reaganien

6°) Delire Reaganien

7°) Le plus beau cadeau de Dieu

8°) Generation x
gO) Mx

10°) Futur x

La musique a ete realisee dans sa presque totalite avec

le synthetiseur/ordinateur Synclavier II. Son systeme de conversion

analogique/numerique a permis entre autre de mettre en memoire des

extra its de discours du president Reagan et de les articuler, ~

transposer ou transformer selon une partiti on prea1abl ement programmee.

Realisation: Studios McGill, Universite de Montreal, Bruit Blanc

Multi-Images: Alain Thibault (conception visuelle), Jacques Collin

(photographie et realisation technique), Yoshua Ben~io
(programmation par ordinateur des projecteurs),

Performance Multi-Media (collaboration)

A1a in Thibault



CONSTELLATION I

Par analogie, CONSTELLATION I est une association artificielle
de structures (masses, objets, trames ••• etc) fortement contras
tantes dont chacune, tout en privilegiant des elements particu
liers du langage musical electroacoustique, acc~se un profil for
mel nettement marque dans l'espace et Ie temps.

Sans ~tre une version electroacoustique similaire, CONSTELLATION I
adopte sensiblement l'organisation structurelle d'une oeuvre an
terieurel MANDALA I pour cinq instrumentistes. Basee egalement sur
latheorie du mandala, CONSTELLATION I repose essentiellement sur
Ie principe d'unffication de~ ~orces les plus contr~di~toires•

. Des obj ets/ montage A fort potentiel energetique a·rticulent,:fu
sionnent les neuf moments contrastants de CONSTELLATION I qui conser
vent toutefois leur configuration propre dans un vaste mouvement de
gravitation.

Constante spirale qui oppose et concilie •••
Oscillations de l'eternite du temps •••

Commande du Groupe de Musique Experimentale de Bourges et rea
lisee dans les studios du GMEB en juin 1981, l'oeuvre a ete creee
au 12' Festival des Musiques Experimentales de Bourges le 9 juin
1982. Martine Epoque en fera une version choregraphiee au Festi
val de Banff en juillet prochain.

CONSTELLATION I est dediee ~ Fran~oise Barri~re et Christian
Clozier.

Micheline Coulombe Saint-Marcoux



Notes and Noises from the Studio

This page in each programme is devoted to ideas, news, commentaries
etc. on the state of ~he art, the arts, the studio and various trivia.



UNIVERSITE
CONCORDIA

Music Department

CAPAC members in the news

1984

Please find enclosed, the programme from the recent

Concordia Electro-acoustic Composers' Group concert.

Would you please be kind enough to place a small entry

in this section of the Canadian Composer giving the

titles and the composers names.

Thank you.

Kevin Austin

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Other information:

CAMPUS LOYOLA
7141 OUEST, RUE SHERBROOKE
MONTREAL, QUEBEC H4B 1R6



UNIVERSITE
CONCORDIA

1984 i 18

Music Department

Concordia Electro-acoustic Composers' Group

The Concordia Electro-acoustic Composers' Group once again

invites composers to submit electro-acoustic compositions

(on tape), to be performed in its Third Annual series of

summer concerts entitled :

"Unbounded Remote Fields"

Works should be for tape alone, although some simple

performance and multi-media installations may be possible.

Technical Information:

Duration No limit

Format: ~"tape, ~ track stereo, HEAD UP (clearly marked), with

15 seconds of leader tape at each end, on a 7" reel (or

larger) ... large hub preferred.

Speed: 19 em or 38 an (7! ips or 15 ips) CLEARLY MARKED

ON BOX.AND REEL

No noise reduction; no test tones.

A programme note must be included, typed, English,French or

bilingual or pictorial, and will be reproduced in the programme

exactly as submitted.

A biographical note is optional.

Please include performing right affiliation (CAPAC or PRO), if any.

Tapes will not be returned, as we wish to be able to play them

in later concerts.

There will be no un-authorized use of tapes what-so-ever.

CAMPUS LOYOLA
7141 OUEST, RUE SHERBROOKE
MONTREAL, QUEBEC H4B 1R6

. 2
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Tapes should be submitted directly to, and more information

may be obtained from:

Kevin Austin

Concordia Elect~acoustic Composers' Group

Music Department RF -310

Concordia University

7141 Sherbrooke St. w.
Montreal, Qc

CANADA H4B lR6

Phone: (514) 482 - 0320

Under certain circumstances, other formats of tapes may by

accomodated, e.g. 8 channel on ~", quad 3 3/4 ips (dbx)

cassettes etc. Inquire.

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Thank you.

The correct translation of

"Concordia Electro-acoustic Composers' Group"

is

(C.E.C.G.)

"Groupe Electro-acoustique de Concordia"

84 - i - 18

(G.E.C.)





FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE

AD HOC

Friday November 25~ 1983. 14 minutes

The origins of this piece were developed initially on November
11,1983, for Random Voltage Generator,and Saxophone. A second
version emerged on the following Saturday (the 12th) which, in
turn~ was layered on the recording made the day before. The
inventiveness of the saxophone player is put to the acid test
as he improvizes freely in and out of the fabric of highly
textured, synthesized information.

Claude Rivest (saxophone): John Miller (synthesizers.)

Video: Mervyn De\oles

Recording: Kim Strong, Pierre Robitaille~ John Miller



Everyone's Talking art; Once March '81

In- a:. large gathering o:f people, otherwise known a'S. 'at. crowd
or party, the. gi£?t o:f cominuni.ca-tions may be understood by re spective
p:a:rtici.:flan..ts.: although the indiv.i.dual j:"ra:gments of dialogue are not
a2l:,:ways: fWlly retamed due to the 'h8::2tardous env.ironment in which
lo.ud· music, noi:sy nearby con.versa-tions, ~hysi.ca1 contacts( due to
the rele~ of certain creativ.e energi.es.:) a-bound, and internal s ,
s:timulll:s:, such as organic or chemical s.ubstance s also/ alter perceptions. I

...: ~ espe.ciaily if the sa-ful c:env.ersationis o:f no. in:terest~
In. such.. in.stan.ces,the mind tends to waooer :for a;;, few moments.

These . precious: seconds' can. seem like hours·~ \in. a". SJ2ace-ti.me continuum.
I chose to expand a?. spac.e: of one second betw.een. two words;; 'once' and
! but 1 -taken.fro III the passages " I'm sorry, I d idn. I t hear you~?
~v.er]lOne•stalking a1; once. ;,lBut-:-;go on.. n The. development of this space
is ba-s:ed~U:fl0n the tranquility incongruent to the a:tmos:phere o:f the j.'

tranquili..ty, as well as thoughts and thoughtfevrms passing through
at di:fierent ratea:. .A.. combination of known and unknown sounds'
illustra:t;es the workings o:f I.IDl?ID<?ry in any state 01' consciousne S8 ~
Therefore if you hear :footsteps~ whistles, voices, push-button phones,
and airplanes, i.t l s a3..l in your he¥i~ ",

Everyone's Talking at Once wa-sreali.sed art· the Kaya-c Music Sound
Studio, -Place ...Vi.ctoria:~ Metro Station, andthe CoIicordi8?, University
Electro-Acoustic Studio using a'. party of. 4 voi.ces, w·ine gla-sses,
t~e lo~s, an. Aries modular synthesiser. at few~.gongs and several
meters: o.:f Scotch, 206 1/~n magnetic tape. This in;;erior voyage was
completed in March:l981~~

. Dave Lindsay

ESQUISSE 'Pour synthetizeur,voix et manipulation de bande magnetique.
C . 6mns
etie plece fut compos~e a.la maniere d'une esquisse sp9ntannee,a l'etat brut

ou es sons representent dlfferents materiaux picturaux'dont la nature la texture
et la tonalijre sont traitees de facon gestuelle. '
L . I . da manlpu atlon e la bande est analogue aux procedes employes pour faire un dessin
expressioniste,abstrait et naratif a la fois,superposees suggerees effacees
parcourues de trait d '" '. ' ,s,avec es marges,des transltlons slmultanaes ou immediatesL' . .

a plece sUlt un parcours,un continuum que It oH doit lire comlne on lit un dessin
ou Ie tout est constemment percu,et suggere une atmosphere dans laquelle se
produisent des evenements. A\I

lEAVE SOUNDS,For synthesizer and digital delay processing.
Smns

PartlY.improvise~,using a random voltage generator,this piece,was then processed
t f obt~ln (wate~,lns~rumental),crystaline sounds.It is the last of four parts
o a preece deallng wlth a fantasy I had as a child of bel'ng It' d d
ca'. os In an un ergroun
Thvern,ln awe and gOlng from states of intense fright to others of magical wonder.

h
e ~ounds then take on a dual life,being heard and then interpreted having their

p ySlcal reali db'" 'y,an ecomlng emotlonaly suggestlve to the perceiving child. P\~



NUIT BLANCHE: au plutot Sommeil Blanc; quand le reve et la realite
se fondent, quand on passe de l'un a l'autre, puis de
l'autre a l'un. Plus on y pense, mains on se reveille;
la reflexion prefere le reve. Puis le temps cherche a
s'arreter, dirait-ori, sur ce point de transition; mais
c'est long, de plus en plus long. Alors s'echappe le
dernier soupir de ma conscience: Je n'attends plus,
je dors •••

Asthenosphere (1981). Solo tape composition. Asthenosphere is a region of
the earth's interior characterized by less rigid rock which has an ability to flow.
The asthenosphere is often responsible for vertical motions observed at the
earth's surface such as volcanoes and seismic waves. The composition's contin-
-uous flowing sound which rises and falls in activity is
suggestive of the title.

Asthenosphere was composed using the sounds of an electric guitar and
metal wheel rims. These sounds were isolated and manipylated using classical
studio technique. The orignial performance of the sounds became increasingly
less important as the sounds were processed and then reassembled into a new
composite whole. .

Asthenosphere represents an attempt to create an entire sound ~orld from
a minimal number of sound sources. In order to create variety, maximum manip
-ulation of the sounds is often emphasized. However the inherent acoustic properties
of the sound sources wh.:,ch cannot be completely masked or destroyed by manipulation
gives the composition its continuity. In other words, the composition is held
together by timbre relationships established between the sound sources and their
permutations. Each section of the composition explores different combinations of
of these permutations. Each new sound that appears is separate and' distinct
and yet intimately ti~d to previous sounds and the overall structure.

Asthenosphere was a semi-finalist in the CBC Young Composers Contest 1981.
Asthenosphere has been broadcast on the CBC program "Two New Hours" and has
been performed at the Bourges International Festival of Electro-acoustic Music,
Bourges France o
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MANITO. by JAMES TALLON 1983.

"The great Manitous or high dieties..... could not~be invoked as the ultimate causes
of all things. Apparently the Indians..... assumed that the phenomena of nature had
always existed some where, and...... in their aetiological myths merely described ho w
they had been brought into their present relationship with man."

-Dia mond Jenness (1932) .

Manito is a tape composition based on synthesized sound, voice, and processing.
There is provision for live accompaniment. The piece is in six sections, with text and
voice contributed by Joanne Reid and the composer. produced with the generous
assistance of composer/producer Kevin Austin at the Concordia. University Electronic
MuSic Studio and Studio Metamusique Quebec Son (Montreal).
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BOG THE FROG SUITE A ritornello form. The introduction of
the main theme, the. tune of a continuous

but highly textured nature, is ~ollowed by a quasi-soloistic section.
The sharply articulated sounds in the higher registers giv~ way to the
full ersemble of section 3 1 s ritornell0. Section 4 is a polyphonic,
region, contrasting th~ apparently random sounds of the lower voices
with the more continous sound of the flyin~ sound. Ritornello. :An
allusion (illusion) (Nay, orbaahhh~~ quotaion?) from Strauss' Don

Quixote where instruments imitate sheep. (What silliness.) Many try to

be soloists, some sing out of tune. (A rather amateur performance, and
in some ways, sheepish.)Ritornello. The last episode was, of course,
inspired by Steve Reich and or Philip Glass. A solid, and often quite
original performance in this section. (What. else,? -) Ritornello.
Our'thanks to Andy the ranger - (a ranger?). Sounds synthesized in'
Ma ~at's own lab near Flamin90. Produced at MetaMusiQu~bec Son - vi/83. (KA)

ownership condos slurp

FLORIDA SWEET It was amazing, there was weather every single day.
Birds and the sea are what it was. Interval
up the waters that support the 1i fe. of the south. (KA)



ESCARPJ>1ENT (dur. 9' 15") COJ!1poser: R. Prithard(1984)

.
This piece was created on the 4-track Roundchaser, music computer,

at Brock U., St. Catherine's, Ontario. The 'Escarpment' 'refers

specifically to the escarpment borderi~g on Niagar~ Lake, which

is a favorite of his locations 'for long "winter walkie

Robert Prithcha~d(b. 1956), has st~died composition with C.Hultbere

in Vanco"uver, and various c'omposers, in Toronto, includ ing

H. Freedman a~d G. Ciarnaga. He holds a Master's in Cornposit~on

from the U. of T., and presently is co-ordinator of the ~usic

division at Brock U. He has won many awards for his works, and

has been cbD~issioned by several organisations, including

the Ontario Arts COQDcil.
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